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Introduction

An objection can be looked upon as sales resistance,
and without it you cannot expect to make a sale – just
as in electricity, you cannot expect to have current
flowing from one end of a conductor to the other
without resistance.

Making a sale is like driving a car from A to B, where
you accelerate and decelerate according to the road
conditions. If the car were lifted, the wheels would not
touch the ground, it would not have resistance, and
without friction you won’t be able to move forward, no
matter how fast the wheels are spinning.

Within this E-book, which represents a compilation of
articles I have written on the subject, I cover the
various strategies you should use to overcome any
objection – and reach a satisfactory close.

Jonathan Farrington
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Making a sale is
like driving a car
from A to B, where
you accelerate
and decelerate
according to the
road conditions.



WHY DO PEOPLE RESIST AND OBJECT?

To handle resistance to your ideas and influence, you will first need to pinpoint
exactly why there is an objection. Typically, people object or resist because
they:

● Don’t fully understand your proposal
● Misunderstand it
● Don’t feel a need to go ahead
● Don’t recognise the benefits and advantages
● Don’t believe your claims
● Are happy to remain as they are
● Genuinely need time to think things through
● Don’t trust you
● Display general inertia

WHAT TYPE OF RESISTANCE?

Objections and resistance usually come in three identifiable forms:

A condition is a genuine, non-negotiable reason why someone can’t go
ahead or agree to your proposal (e.g. company policy, legal reasons, and a
contractual obligation).

An excuse, or a put-off, is usually made because people are not convinced of
the benefits of your ideas. Excuses cannot be answered – conviction is the only
solution.

A real objection can include lack of money or resources, time constraints,
happiness with the status quo.

To handle
resistance to 
your ideas and
influence, you 
will first need to
pinpoint exactly
why there is an
objection.
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STRATEGIES & TACTICS

Resistance can be very frustrating. You are anxious to
get on with things and it is hard to see why others are
stonewalling. This is the moment to back off and take
stock.

● Listen carefully to what they are saying to you
● Watch their body language – does it contain any

hidden messages?
● Step into their shoes - try to see things from their point of view
● Consider what would have to happen for you to be convinced?
● Plan your responses carefully
● Take time to construct carefully thought through responses
● Check that you have provided acceptable responses to doubts and fears
● Seek areas of agreement and stress them - minimise areas of disagreement

It is not enough to know whether people are for or against you and your ideas
and proposals, let’s look at the categories of resistance.

CATEGORIES OF BUYER RESISTANCE 

The people you want to influence can be divided into nine categories. 

Those who:

● Covertly disagree
● Openly disagree
● Comply – reluctantly
● Remain undecided
● Have insufficient information

It is not enough 
to know whether
people are for or
against you and
your ideas and
proposals.
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● Are not able to see a need
● Need to think it over
● Consider it the wrong time
● Have to refer the decision to others

You will need a different strategy, depending on what stage the person to be
influenced is at. Be realistic about your chances – it is unlikely that others will
move from open disagreement to active support. The best you may achieve is
to move them to neutral. But that’s victory!

COVERT DISAGREEMENT

‘Well, Ok, if that’s what you want.’

Thinks to self: ‘what a load of nonsense – I’m not doing that.’

These people are actively working against you. Gently transform their energy
into a willingness to talk openly about their concerns. Once you have done this,
you can then:

● Work to build rapport and a positive relationship
● Stress  areas  of  agreement  before  moving  onto

areas of disagreement
● Use humour and positive anecdotes
● Meet regularly to develop a working relationship
● Respect their position, promote your own

You will need
a different 
strategy,
depending on
what stage the
person to be
influenced is at.
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OPEN DISAGREEMENT

‘Hmm – it might be possible, but I doubt it…’

People who disagree need time to come around to your way of thinking.

● Support your statements with proof and evidence
● Use statistics and numbers accurately and

appropriately - avoid trickery
● Be clear about areas of agreement and

disagreement
● Ask little and get it - rather than a lot and be turned

down
● Demonstrate ways in which you understand their

viewpoint
● Show that you seek a ‘win-win’ outcome

RELUCTANT COMPLIANCE

‘Well, if that’s what you want, that’s what we’ll have to do.’

Link your point of view to the compliant person’s feelings, values and concerns
to move him or her towards actively supporting your ideas.

● Stress  connections  between  your  proposal  or position  and  the  person’s
interests

● Avoid complex arguments
● Focus on simple and vivid points and benefits
● Be prepared to repeat these in many different forms
● Stress mutual benefits
● Point out mutual losses, if your ideas aren’t accepted

Link your point 
of view to the
compliant person’s
feelings, values
and concerns to
move him or her
towards actively
supporting your
ideas.
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UNDECIDED

‘I’m just not sure it will work.’

Work to tip the scales in your favour:

● Focus on your side of the issue
● Re-state mutual benefits
● Minimise/solve problem issues
● Support your case with expert evidence
● Cite cases when similar proposals or ideas have been successful
● Break your proposal down into small, more acceptable action items
● Follow up (in writing?) to avoid the person slipping back into indecision

NO INFORMATION/INSUFFICIENT INFORMATION

‘I need more background information before I can
make a decision.’

Find out what information is missing or needed.

● Back it with proof and evidence
● Avoid swamping the other person with too much info
● Invite questions and requests for clarification
● Get the person to agree that the information is sufficient and acceptable
● Make your information lively and attractive

Find out what
information 
is missing or 
needed.
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NOT ABLE TO SEE A NEED

‘I just don’t think we have a need for that right now.’

Acknowledge need is the bedrock of acceptance.

● Conduct more detailed fact-finding
● Get agreement along the way that needs exist
● Ask what may happen if these needs remain unfulfilled
● Illustrate how similar needs have been met for others
● Create a summary of the specific benefits of your suggestion

NEED TO THINK IT OVER

‘Hmm – I must give this some thought. Can you come back next month?’

Some people do need time to think things through. Establish aspects of the
idea they need to think about: ‘what exactly is that you want to think over …
(Don’t pause here) … is it x, or y, or z?’

● Reiterate the main benefits of your proposals
● Clarify any misunderstandings
● Solve any remaining problems or issues
● Make positive use of any delay
● Provide a written summary of your ideas and the benefits

Acknowledge
need is the
bedrock of
acceptance.
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WRONG TIME

‘It’s a bad time for us to be making decisions like this.’

Assuming this is a genuine and not a delaying tactic, you can use the waiting
time to your mutual advantage.

● Ask when would be an appropriate time
● Use the time delay to road test your ideas, organise a dry run, double check

your plans

AND FINALLY - REFERRING THE DECISION TO OTHERS

‘I’ll need to have a word with my partner and come
back to you.’

You should already have established that the person
you are attempting to influence has the authority to
say yes.

In which case, ask ‘Are you happy with what I am
suggesting?’ If the person is happy, suggest that you both take the issue to the
higher authority and work as a team to get final agreement.

WHAT GETS BUYERS TO “YES I’LL BUY”

When we agree to an idea or proposal, it’s because there’s something in it for
us. It’s hard to influence people who can’t see what’s in it for them. Sounds
one-sided, but it is true. Call it self-interest, selfishness or whatever. It is only
human nature to ask, ‘What am I getting from this?’

You should already
have established
that the person
you are attempting
to influence has
the authority to 
say yes.
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People will say yes to your ideas if they meet their needs or match their view of
life in the following areas:

● Principles and values
● Beliefs and opinions
● Needs and wants

SO GIVE PEOPLE WHAT THEY WANT & NEED

Underpinning all our lives are certain principles and values that we hold to be
true. These become guidance for how we conduct our lives. They influence
and mould our behaviour. They can differ greatly from person to person and
successful influencers always take principles and values into account.

But how?

● Notice  what  principles  and  values  drive  other
people

● Ask questions and invite comment and reaction
● Check with those who know them well

Some examples of principles:

‘Integrity and fairness are an integral part of business dealings.’

‘I think that older people deserve courtesy and consideration.’

‘Moral behaviour is part of the fabric of daily life.’

It would be unproductive to spend time attempting to dislodge these deep-
seated principles. Instead, harness them to add leverage to your suggestions.

Underpinning 
all our lives 
are certain
principles and
values that we 
hold to be true. 
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BELIEFS & OPINIONS

Beliefs and opinions can be transient or short-term.
Remember when you used to believe in Father
Christmas, the Tooth Fairy, giants and witches? Proof
can easily dislodge a belief. So too can time. An early

step on the road to influencing others may include having to change lingering
beliefs or convictions before you can proceed further.

‘I think that BubbleClean washing machines break down more often than the
Tumblingsystem range.’

‘I think that all politicians are corrupt.’

‘I never make decisions on the 13th.’

Each of these beliefs can be dealt with by logical questioning or providing
proof or data.

NEEDS & NECESSITIES

These are fundamental requirements – they have to be met if you are to
influence others. Typical needs include: reliability, security, achieving a
deadline, meeting a budget, keeping up to date.

‘Because of increasing competition, it is essential that we maintain an image
and at the same time keep up to date.’

‘My team members are under great pressure, so it is important to maintain their
morale.’

‘The system must not only be reliable, but secure as well.’

Proof can easily
dislodge a belief.
So too can time.
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Having uncovered needs, you may have to mould or reshape your ideas to
dovetail with the requirements of others. Often, people have a hierarchy of
needs, so it may be important to discover and use this:

‘Which is most important to you – reliability or security?’

WANTS & WISHES

Wants and wishes are not essentials, just a wish list:
‘Wouldn’t it be lovely … if only’. But their fulfillment can
be the cherry on your influencing trifle, placed on top
with a flourish, after the other person has agreed to
your proposal.

DEPENDS WHAT’S ON OFFER

Question: How will your suggestions benefit the other person?

The person or people you are influencing will interpret the benefits of your
suggestions in different ways. Some will be interested in the features – the fine
details, the nitty gritty of ideas. Others will say ‘How will I benefit?’  Others will
seek out the advantages of proposals – how the benefits are different.

Having uncovered
needs, you may
have to mould or
reshape your ideas
to dovetail with 
the requirements 
of others. 
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FEATURES, BENEFITS & ADVANTAGES

No doubt you are familiar with the differences between features, benefits and
advantages, but it is worth re-iterating.

Features: These are built-in aspects of your idea or suggestion – timing, costs,
resources etc. They will remain locked up in your idea whether the other person
agrees or not.

Benefits: These are far more important than the features of your proposal. They
translate boring old features into exciting statements, which show clearly how
others will gain.

‘This new hardware is made in Germany (feature), which means that we will
save time and money on spare parts (benefit).’

Advantages: These are comparative benefits - e.g. Increased revenue, greater
savings and faster turn-around.

IN SUMMARY - THE BENEFIT BALANCE SHEET

Most people do not agree whole-heartedly to an idea. There is usually
something that niggles, however well you’ve addressed their concerns.

In the end, when we finally say yes to a proposal, it is
because the benefits outweigh any disadvantages.

As you plan and prepare your influencing case, list all
the benefits and advantages of your suggestions. Use
them to tip the balance in favour of yes.

Most people do 
not agree whole-
heartedly to an
idea.
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TWO STEPS TO GET YOU TO “YES, I’LL BUY”

Unless the person you are influencing offers an
unconditional yes to your proposals, you will need to
do or say something that will generate a positive
decision. Here are two steps you can take towards
getting a decision:

Step One

Ask yourself ‘How does this person normally go about making decisions?’ Most
people usually have a preferred way of making up their mind. Some people
take their time to decide, others are happy to make snap decisions. You can
sometimes push the latter, but will need to tread more carefully with the former.

Step Two

Have a variety of ways in which you can stimulate a decision.

SPOT THE SIGNALS – VERBAL AND NON-VERBAL

Knowing when to ask for a decision can be critical. Ask too soon and you may
frighten the other person off. Ask too late and you may miss your best chance.
Watch for signals that suggest the other person is ready to decide:

● Leaning forward, seeming more interested and involved
● Head up, good eye contact
● Stoking chin thoughtfully
● Nodding or smiling in agreement with you
● Upward inflection in voice tone
● Requesting more information

Ask yourself ‘How
does this person
normally go about
making decisions?’
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● Asking you to repeat some points you made earlier
● Making notes
● Asking ‘What if …’ or ‘Suppose …’ questions
● Checking guarantees, support, follow-up plans
● Picking   up   your   written   proposal   and   double

checking aspects
● Discussing implementation details

DEALING WITH DITHERERS

A good way of avoiding a decision is to say ‘I want to think about it.’ Sometimes
people do want time to think things through. But, very often, this can be an
excuse or a put-off.

Ask:

● ‘What exactly do you want to think through? (Whatever you do – don’t
pause here!) Is it the implementation schedule? Is it the bottom line? Is it the
timing?’

Once you have isolated the real reason, you are much better placed to
respond to the objection.

GOING FOR “YES”

● ‘If you agree, shall we go ahead right away?’

Its very directness appeals to the Driver or Expressive personalities.

If the answer is “no”, ask: ‘What’s preventing you from going ahead?’

Once you have
isolated the real
reason, you are
much better
placed to respond
to the objection.
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THE ALTERNATIVE CHOICE QUESTION

This is less direct, because you enable people to make a choice between two
possible options.

● ‘When would you like to start – Friday or shall we wait until Monday?’
● ‘Which of these two do you prefer?’
● ‘Which support contract is most appropriate for you – this one, or that one?’

THE MINOR DECISION

Here, you ask people to make a decision about a relatively unimportant
aspect of the proposal. If they give the go-ahead, the assumption is that they
agree to the whole idea.

● ‘Where do you want your logo to appear – at the
top of the form or do you think it would look better in
the bottom right hand corner?’

● ‘By the way, how do you intend to resource the
project?’

● ‘How should we deal with the Southern branches?’

THE ASSUMPTIVE QUESTION/STATEMENT

This question/statement works well with Amiables and Expressives, both of
whom need a continuous nudge towards decisions (Be careful with Analyticals
who dislikes presumption).

● ‘After we start, I assume you’ll want a monthly update?’
● ‘You’ll notice significant improvements immediately after we start.’

If they give the 
go-ahead, the
assumption is that
they agree to the
whole idea.
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AND FINALLY - THE BENEFIT SUMMARY

Some people like to hear a review of the benefits they will receive if they agree
to your ideas. A quick list followed by a decision question often does the trick.

● ‘Ok – let’s summarise. After we’ve made the
alterations, you will notice that you have extra time
available for other things, you’ll start to save on
budget and you’ll have a happier work force. So,
shall we go ahead?’

Please note: To understand and read more about the
four personality types mentioned in this article, please

see  “Identifying  And  Using  Your  Social  Style”  within  the  Self-Improvement
section of my Resource Area: www.jonathanfarrington.com

AND FINALLY – DEALING WITH OBJECTIONS, A SUMMARY

Objections can arise from the buyer wanting:

● Doubts clarified
● Further information
● Reassurance on certain points

They may be:

● Openly expressed
● Implied
● Hidden

And if they are hidden, it is the salesperson’s job to smoke them out, for an
objection that is not discovered and dealt with is a lost sale.

Some people like
to hear a review 
of the benefits 
they will receive
if they agree to
your ideas.
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Objections can be rational or irrational. In face-to-face selling, most objections
come from the buyer – but an inexperienced salesperson could provoke some
objections himself if he or she is not vigilant.

DEALING WITH OBJECTIONS

Either:

● Pre-empt the objection – kill it off before the buyer thinks of it, or
● Answer it immediately

If you tell the buyer you will deal with the objection
later, then forget about it, or worse, ignore it, you will risk
the buyer thinking you are either hedging or ignorant
of the answers. In either case, the sale could be
threatened then or later.

Unprofessional or inexperienced salespeople do not
know how to recognise an objection and deal with it,

and disregard what the buyer has said. They carry on regardless and hence
lose the sale.

Salespeople who do a wishy-washy job when selling, by not confronting
objections and dealing with them in the right manner, will always come out with
sob stories to defend their poor selling abilities. Their excuse for losing the sale
will be that the buyer gave them a tough time and complained about the
product, service or idea. This is not so. What the buyer is telling the seller is
based on their perceptions of the product, service or idea being offered and
what the seller has told them during the sales presentation is that the buyer
could not make a decision.

Unprofessional 
or inexperienced
salespeople do 
not know how to
recognise an
objection.
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Objection handling to the seller therefore takes place as a prelude to closing
and it is in that context that objections must be viewed - rather than suspecting
the buyer of throwing in a red herring, in order to escape giving the seller a
decision, or put him /her off course.

When multiple objections are expressed by the buyer, the seller can treat all of
them as one and ask, ‘Apart from these objections, is there anything else that
concerns you?’ if not, the seller then says, ‘If I could provide you with a solution
or a valid explanation to those objections, you would be prepared to go
ahead, wouldn’t you?’

The answer to this must naturally be ‘Yes’, so you deal
with them by isolating each objection, writing them
down on a piece of paper in the presence of the
buyer, answering them to the point, getting
agreement with the buyer that each one has been
answered to their satisfaction and crossing them out as
you proceed, until the sale is made. This technique is
called the final objection closing technique.

It is very easy for a seller to confuse an excuse with a
genuine objection. An excuse is where a buyer is
deliberately  trying  to  avoid  making  a  decision.  An

objection is a concrete opportunity for you to find a way of dealing with
whatever is troubling the buyer, and close the sale.

When the buyer starts to make excuses, you start to manipulate them subtly,
letting him/her know that you have gauged their game and are aware that
they are prevaricating. Be careful though – you risk making the buyer angry if
you use intimidating behaviour and you might reach the stage where you have
to withdraw from the meeting. You then allow a cooling-off period, and may
then contact the buyer again, apologizing for your supposed ‘mistake’. This
should pave the way for a fresh selling start.

When the buyer
starts to make
excuses, you start
to manipulate
them subtly, letting
him or her know
that you have
gauged their
game and are
aware that they 
are prevaricating.
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OBJECTIONS CAN BE BASED ON THE FOLLOWING FACTORS

● You/your company/product/ service or idea
● Rumour or hearsay
● Cost (the amount of money required to run something) or price (the amount

of money you would have to pay to own it)
● Quality
● Reliability
● Durability
● Packaging
● Competitive advantages or disadvantages
● Size
● Shape
● Colour
● Function ability
● Weight
● Chemical composition
● Suitability
● Reputation
● Past performance
● Lack of desire to change
● Seasonal demand
● Fear/guilt/ jealousy/anger
● Future growth potential (continued)
● Product/ service or idea does not satisfy need
● Unwillingness to take risks
● Lack of urgency
● Cultural differences

The professional salesperson should meet these objections head on, and
defuse them just like a bomb disposal officer would neutralize a bomb,
rendering it harmless.
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Jonathan Farrington

Jonathan Farrington is a globally recognized keynote speaker, business coach,
mentor, author, consultant, and thought leader, who has guided hundreds of
companies and more than one hundred thousand frontline salespeople and
sales leaders towards optimum performance levels.

He is the Senior Partner at Jonathan Farrington & Associates, and CEO of Top
Sales World, based in London & Paris.

Formerly, Jonathan was the CEO of The jfa Group, which he established in 1994
and sold in 2005.

Prior to that, he earned his spurs in some of the most demanding and
competitive market sectors – i.e. IT, Telecommunications and Finance.
Outstanding achievement at an early stage in his career provided a ‘fast-
track’ passage to several board level appointments, working with a number of
the largest and most successful international corporations including: IBM,
Wang, Legal and General, Andersen Consulting, Litton Industries and The Bank
of Tokyo.

Jonathan’s written work has been republished by a host of journals, including
The New York Times, The Washington Post and The London Times. He is
consistently named amongst the top most influential sales and marketing
experts in the world, and his award winning daily blog, which he first published
in 2006, for dedicated business professionals, can be found at
www.thejfblogit.co.uk

Jonathan’s LinkedIn profile can be found here:
www.linkedin.com/in/jonathanfarrington

And you will find him on Twitter - https://twitter.com/TopSalesWorld

Copyright © 2014 Jonathan Farrington.
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